**World**

Reagan reveals new arms move

President Reagan announced yesterday that the latest US version of a proposed US-Soviet treaty to do away with medium-range nuclear missiles in Europe is ready to go. He told American negotiators to present it to their counterparts in Geneva, and he claimed it has the strongest safeguards against cheating ever proposed. The plan outlines steps to eliminate both sides' medium-range nuclear missiles and launches in three years — and short-range ones in one year. However, the pace of the destruction has not yet been decided.

Reagan is scheduled to meet Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze today. In addition to arms control, the President is likely to press Shevardnadze on human rights progress. Reagan promised a Jewish group that he would push the Soviets to remove restrictions on Jewish emigration.

US diplomat released by Panama

Diplomat David Miller has been released to Panama a day after being seized by police, US officials announced yesterday. He was detained on Sunday after watching anti-civilian-fare clothes into anti-government demonstrators. One person died in that incident. A Panamanian government newspaper said the American ambassador had instigated the demonstration. But a State Department spokesman said Miller had only been observing when "a gun was held to his head and he was detained."

NATO plane collides with Soviet jet

A NATO surveillance plane and a Soviet jet collided on Sunday flying through international airspace over the Barents Sea. Norway's Defense Command said both aircraft were able to land safely and there were no reported injuries. The Norwegian plane was on a routine surveillance flight, did sustain some damage.

Discloser of US-Iran arms sales shot

The Lebanese journalist who disclosed the secret US-Iran arms sales has been blinded. Sabra, a Shiite Muslim, has made enemies. The Norwegian aircraft, on a routine surveillance operation in the Persian Gulf to search for more sophisticated weapons, was able to land safely and there were no reported injuries. The Norwegian plane was on a routine surveillance flight, did sustain some damage.

**Nation**

Bork confirmation hearings start

The Senate Judiciary Committee starts hearings today on confirmation of Judge Robert Bork, the President's nominee for the Supreme Court. The Reagan Administration is confident that Bork will be confirmed. White House Chief of Staff Howard Baker predicted the President's nominee will win confirmation.

However, an NBC's "Meet The Press" on Sunday, Sen. Jesse Helms of North Carolina said Bork faces an uphill battle. The confirmation hearings may be generating big waves in Capitol Hill, but the rest of the country doesn't seem to care very interested.

Elizabeth Dole to leave cabinet

Transportation Secretary Elizabeth Dole — the only woman in the cabinet — announced yesterday that she will resign by the end of the month. She wants to devote all her time and energy to her husband's campaign. But most of the Senate said she should have decided on the nominee's political beliefs.

Guerrero still critical after crash

Motor-car driver Roberto Guerrero is in critical but stable condition at an Indianapolis hospital after suffering multiple injuries in a crash Thursday. The driver was testing tires at the Indianapolis motor speedway and was using a semi-automatic car.

A hospital spokeswoman said yesterday Guerrero has improved but still remains unconscious.

**Weather**

**Prescription filed**

After a rather "blah" weekend, this week's weather will be just what the doctor ordered. Another one of free late summer New England weather will be ours today as high pressures control the area. A weak disturbance will pass through New England on Tuesday, creating a slight chance of rain. Thursday and Friday should be dry and mild, as high pressure builds southeastward behind Wednesday's disturbance.

**Sports**

**UROP POSITIONS**

**Media Laboratory Audience Research Facility Fall Semester**

We are looking for several UROP students to work on a variety of research projects concerning communications technologies including high definition television, interactive video and political learning from the media.

**DATA BASE PROGRAMMER**

This is a full-time UROP position (10 hours per week). This position involves developing applications using REVEL/4000, an IBM PC-based relational data base. Revelation is used to manage data entry for surveys conducted at ARF.

**QUANTITATIVE DATA ANALYST**

This is a full-time UROP position (10 hours per week). The Data Analyst will use SPSS, a PC-based statistical package, to analyze survey data collected at ARF. ARF UROP's are encouraged to use data collected at ARF for class projects, papers and senior theses. The Data Analyst will be responsible for setting up data files, writing programs and analyzing data base programs, and evaluating program use.

**Audienceresearch Facility Staff**

We are looking for several UROP students to work on a variety of research projects concerning communications technologies including high definition television, interactive video and political learning from the media.

**Mit media lab**

Research assistants are needed to assist in the development of various interactive video and computer applications.

Students will learn to program using MAGIC L, contribute to the design of the system, program the application on a Touch Screen computer, and work on integrating various interfaces to the system.

Students should be able to program, and should have some basic knowledge of computer operation and programming. Please call.

**Dr. Diana Gagnon,** x3-3007

**HELP KNOCK OUT BIRTH DEFECTS**

(Council Travel)

- **Boston** x3-7511
- **Cambridge** x3-5134
- **New York** x3-5134
- **Europe**
- **Asia**
- **Australia**
- **New Zealand**
- **Canada**
- **Latin America**

**Forecast by Michael C. Morgan**

- **Sunday**: Mostly sunny and mild. High 77°F (25°C).
- **Monday**: Clear and cool. Low 59°F (15°C).
- **Tuesday**: Sunny early, with some clouds arriving during the afternoon. High 79°F (25°C). Low 61°F (16°C).
- **Wednesday**: Becoming sunny and mild. High 75°F (24°C). Low 60°F (16°C).
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We are looking for several UROP students to work on a variety of research projects concerning communications technologies including high definition television, interactive video and political learning from the media.

**DATA BASE PROGRAMMER**

This is a full-time UROP position (10 hours per week). This position involves developing applications using REVEL/4000, an IBM PC-based relational data base. Revelation is used to manage data entry for surveys conducted at ARF. Familiarity with MS-DOS and either demonstrated knowledge of basic programming techniques or previous work in database systems, and to achieve global disarmament. It is expected that the US-American Peace will be signed by the President when the 43rd General Assembly convenes tomorrow.

**UN ends 41st year**

One of the old and new in the world at the United Nations. The 41st General Assembly closed yesterday. Its outgoing president — the foreign minister of Bangladesh — signed the UN to close the gap between rich and poor to achieve global disarmament. It is expected that the US-American Peace will be signed by the President when the 43rd General Assembly convenes tomorrow.

**Smokeless cigarette in the making**

"We think this will be the world's cleanest cigarette," said Edward Forrest, chairman of RJ Reynolds Tobacco Company. The cigarette manufacturer has announced it is developing an almost smokeless cigarette that does not burn tobacco and greatly reduces the production of substances linked to health concerns. Forrest said the product is still in the research stage. The company hopes to test market the product in a limited area in 1988.